
Easter Island

• All Transfers
• Regional flights
• Meals as indicated
• Local Tour Guide Services in English
• Tipping for Drivers and Guides

$4199
Single Supplement $610

PER PERSON 
BASED ON 
DOUBLE 
OCCUPANCY

THIS PACKAGE INCLUDES:

NO VISIT TO CHILE WOULD BE COMPLETE WITHOUT 
EXPERIENCING THE MYSTERIES OF THE MOAI
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 • 10-3109 Palliser Drive SW Calgary, AB  T2V 4W5

403 238-4090 • TOLL FREE: 1-800-361-8687
www.rostad.com

In the middle of the Pacific Ocean, 4,000km from the coast of Chile, is 
Easter Island or “Rapa Nui” as the locals call it. This island still holds a very 
special magic and mystery far greater than one might imagine. On this five 
day pre-itinerary tour, you’ll delve deep into its rich history, art and friendly 
Polynesian hospitality all upon an island not 25 km across.

Celebrated for its huge, enigmatic stone moai, Rapa Nui has been a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1995. Your explorations include  
dramatic Tongariki, the largest ceremonial site in Polynesia, Rano Raraku, 
the volcanic area where most of the moai were quarried, plus the 
petroglyphs of Orongo, center of the Birdman Cult.

DAY 1 • DEPARTURE DAY! 
Today we leave home for our great adventure that begins  
in Santiago, Chile.

DAY 2 • SANTIAGO / EASTER ISLAND  
Arrive at Mataveri International Airport on Easter Island, where you  
are met at the airport for a transfer to the hotel and the rest of the  
day is ours to enjoy and explore. Dinner is at a local restaurant.

DAY 3 • AKAHANGA / TONGARIKI / HANGA ROA / ANAKENA BEACH   
Experience the beauty, mystery and dramatic scenery in this full day  
tour to Anakena that includes, Hanga Roa, Southeastern and 
Northeastern coasts of the islands, the temples of Ahu, Akahanga  
and Tongariki. We’ll finish the day on the white sand beach of Anakena, 
before heading back to the hotel. 

DAY 4 • ORONGO / RANO KAU / AHU AKIVI / PUNA PAU  
Today we’ll enjoy another full day tour, starting with Ana Kai Tagata,  
a cavern in the cliff carved by the sea complete with etched bird 
drawings, then to Rano Kau and Orongo to see the iconic moai  
sculptures and murals. After lunch, we’ll tour the most complex altars  
of the Polynesian culture including Vinapu, Hanga Poukura and  
Hanga Te`e, before heading back to the hotel. 

DAY 5  — DEPART/SANTIAGO   
Transfer to Mataveri International Airport for your flight to Santiago  
to meet the rest of the tour group to continue our journey.


